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Instruction already exist for provision of Wheel Chair at stations. 
The Wheel Chairs are provided by Railways on its own cost 
and are given to attendants of the Persons with Disabilities 
(Divyangjan), Senior Citizens absolutely ‘free of cost’ to escort 
them from and to the trains. However, porters (Sahayakas) can 

Disabilities (Divyangjan) etc. Information in this regard are also 
displayed at prominent places in railway stations premises.

Instruction already exist for provision of Wheel Chair at stations. The 
Wheel Chairs are provided by Railways on its own cost and are given 
to attendants of the Persons with Disabilities (Divyangjan), Senior 
Citizens absolutely ‘free of cost’ to escort them from and to the trains. 

rate to escort the Divyangjan etc. Information in this regard are also 
displayed at prominent places in railway station premises.
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Item 1. Passenger should not panic in case of an accident such as 

coaches either through doors or through emergency windows 
provided in the coaches.

vestibules (if provided) till the trains comes to a halt. In Case of 
Vande Bharat trains, they may press the ACP button alert the Logo 
Pilot and then communicate with the Loco Pilot / Train Manager Via 
passenger emergency communication unit. They should also Pilot / 

have been provided in Loco, with the Train Managers, in AC 
Coaches and newly manufactured non-ac coaches.

possibility of short circuiting.
 Railway administration tries to provided quick rescue and 

relief arrangement through medical vans/ accident relief trains/help 
from local administration and hospitals. Passengers should help 
the other passengers till rescue and relief arrive. 

 Doctors travelling in the train are requested to come forward 
for taking care of passengers requiring attention. 

leave or present near the site shall make themselves available and 


